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Title: BeforeSeries: After #5Release Date: December 8, 2015 Amazon Barnes &amp; Noble Google Play Books-A-Million Simon &amp;; Schuster Apple Books Indie Bound Add on GoodreadsBook Five of the After series — Anna Todd's Wattpad fanfiction that amassed a billion online readings and
captivated romantic readers around the world! As Hardin and other characters said, Before will explore the hero's life before meeting Tessa, reveal what happens after After, give him new insights into their turbulent romance - and revel in the awesome power of true love. #HESSA before exploring Hardin
Scott's life before Tessa, reveals what happens after After , and gives new insights into her turbulent #Hessa romance. Before Hardin met Tessa it was a furibundous storm. During those first moments they met, she realized she needed to keep it to herself - her life depended on her. After they met, the
world would never be the same. Hardin and Tessa's dramatic love story became a pulling vortex on everyone around them. For the first time these others are given a voice as they appear before, during, and after the events in original After the novels. Next to them, Hardin's account of his first encounters
with Tessa- which will change what you thought you knew about the fierce boy and the angel who loved him. Following the cover of the 2014 originalAuthorAnna ToddAudio read by Elizabeth LouiseCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesThe After SeriesGenreRomance, adult youth fiction,
ContemporaryPublisherGallery Books Publication date October 21, 2014 Media PrintingPrint (hardback)Pages592ISBN978-1476792484Followed byAfter We Collided (novel) After is a 2014 young adult romantic novel written by American author Anna Todd and published by Gallery Books, a simon stamp
&amp;&amp; Schuster. Then it's the first installment of the After Series. A film adaptation of the same name was released on April 12, 2019. Background After was originally released as a fanfiction on Wattpad. Anna Todd's writing of the novel was inspired by the music and fandom of One Direction. He
was inspired by many of the alleged relationships in which Harry Styles, a member of One Direction, has been in. Characters Tessa Young – An 18-year-old girl who starts her first year of college. Hardin Scott - A rebellious and disturbing British student whom Tessa is attracted to. Landon Gibson -
Tessa's best friend and Hardin's half-brother. Ken Scott - Hardin's father and current chancellor at Washington State University. Karen Scott - Ken's new wife and Landon's mother. Carol Young – Tessa's mother. Noah Porter - Tessa's high school boyfriend. Zed Evans - Hardin's friend of the interested in
Tessa. Steph Jones - A red-head girl and Roommate of Tessa. Molly Samuels - An average girl who has relationships with Hardin. Plot Tessa Young, an incoming freshman at Central Washington University, Washington, in college with her mother, Carol, and boyfriend Noah. Conservative Carol is
horrified by Tessa's alternative style roommate Steph Jones. When Carol fails to persuade Tessa to change her bedroom, Carol warns her daughter about the dangers of college parties before leaving with Noah. The next morning, Tessa returns to her room to find one of Steph's friends inside, an
attractive, tattooed boy who makes several rude comments to Tessa. Steph the lapes isa l bajd tells Tessa about the boy, Hardin Scott, who is a rebellious figure on campus. On the first day of university classes, Tessa befriends Landon Gibson, who is also an important Englishman. Tessa learns from
Landon that Hardin is her future half-brother since Landon's mother and Hardin's father are engaged. After the first week of college, Tessa fully accompanies Steph to the party and performs 'Truth or Dare' with Steph's friends, including Hardin, during which she admits she is a virgin. Hardin dares to kiss
Tessa, but runs away from the group, embarrassed. Hardin catches up with her and they share an intense moment she takes as trivial. Carol disapproves of Tessa's activities and blames Steph, so Tessa vows to ignore her. But Hardin felt for Tessa. Hardin takes Tessa to a stream in the woods, where
she gives Tessa her first orgasm. When Tessa implies that the two are dating, Hardin says she doesn't come out, leaving Tessa shattered. He subsequently ignores Hardin and invites Noah to stay the night with her. That night, Landon calls Tessa to help him control a drunken Hardin. After an argument
with Hardin, they are intimate together again. The next morning, Tessa apologizes to Noah for leaving him alone, and says he'll think about it. Hardin breaks with Tessa for refusing to reveal her infidelity to Noah, but they later resolve the conflict. Tessa meets Ken Scott, Hardin's father and the college
chancellor, and invites her to dinner at his home. During the course of the night, Hardin argues with Ken and storms toward the backyard, where Tessa consoles him. Tessa stays the night and witnesses Hardin's intense nightmares. The next morning, Hardin takes Tessa to his room, only for Noah to be
waiting for them. A fight almost broke out between the two men, but Tessa tells Noah to leave after Hardin indirectly confesses his love for her. Landon warns Tessa to be careful with Hardin. Ken uses his connections to get Tessa to do an internship at a publishing house, asking in exchange for Tessa
convinceing Hardin to come to his wedding to Karen. Hardin, initially pleased with the news of Tessa's practices, gets cold when he meets with his friends and leaves Tessa. Tessa later finds Hardin with Molly on his lap. Smoking, Tessa interprets the or dare with the group and kiss zed to annoy Hardin.



Hardin, in turn, dares Molly to kiss him. When Tessa tries to Hardin pursues her and declares her love in front of everyone. Tessa rejects him and leaves. Hardin sullenly returns his statement, so Tessa goes on a date with Zed. They attend a party, and after Tessa returns to Zed's apartment, they kiss.
However, this makes Tessa reality how strong her feelings are for Hardin. She returns to Hardin, and they confess their love for each other. Hardin eventually agrees to attend his father's wedding. They return to Tessa's bedroom and find a furious Carol waiting for them. Carol demands Tessa stop
watching Hardin and return to Noah or be cut off. Tessa is annoyed with Hardin's mood swings, but that night, passion leads them to have sex for the first time, causing Tessa to bleed from poor preparation. Several of Hardin's friends flirt with Tessa, wearing hardin to get angry. Tessa agrees to move with
him to a shared apartment, but does not return home the second night together, annoying Tessa. Carol discovers that Tessa has been living with Hardin and her bladder before cutting her off. On her way to Ken's wedding, Tessa sees Zed with terrible bruises she apparently got from Hardin. Tessa
confronts Hardin about his suspicious behavior, revealing his life situation to the group, wearing him to finally admit the truth: after the game of truth or dare, Hardin and Zed bet on whether he could take Tessa's virginity, which Hardin proved by showing the group the bloody sheets and condom since his
first time having sex. Hardin says that in the course of fulfilling the bet, he fell in love with Tessa, and asks for forgiveness. Run away and run to Zed. She asks for all the details of the bet and goes with it, leaving Hardin behind. Reception The book was criticized for the glamorization of an abusive
relationship,[1][2] poor character arcs and Todd's lack of style and prose. [citation needed] Jezebel's Kelly Faircloth said it was sloppy fan fiction. He also compared his prose to that of Fifty Shades of Grey, writing: If you complain about the prose of 50 Shades, Then he will send you into a collusion. [1] A
Sheknows writer complained that the story was not original and the dialogue was inclined. He also compared the book to Fifty Shades, writing: Having been called the innocent version of Fifty Shades, which makes my teeth grind to the nubs because Fifty Shades was atrocious enough. If it weren't for the
sex scenes in Fifty Shades, the book would have been nothing more than the constant enucament of an insecure (which should be After's motto.) [3] References ^ a b The book is supposedly new 50 shades, but is really just sloppy fanfic. Jezebel. April 18, 2014. Retrieved June 8, 2019. ^ The One
Direction Fan-Fiction Novel That Became a Literary (in English). The Atlantic. December 2018. Retrieved June 8, 2019. ^ We admit: Anna Todd's After is pretty bad — here it is She knows that. Retrieved July 10, 2019. Retrieved from Công ty phát hànhSimon &amp; SchusterNhà xuất bảnSimon &amp;
SchusterNgày xuất bản04-2019 ISBN-139781982111007Kích thưưc135 x 210 x 38 mmLoại bìaPaperbackSố608SKU922411652147Experiència of the most talked about book on the Internet, now an important film, by Anna Todd, the cosmopolitan writer called the greatest literary phenomenon of her
generation. Now with new exclusive material! There was the time before Tessa met Hardin, and then there is everything after life will never be the same. #HessaTessa a good girl with a sweet and reliable boyfriend back home. She has direction, ambition and a mother who intends to keep her that way.
But he has barely moved into his freshman bedroom when he meets Hardin. With his tousled brown hair, British beetle accent, and tattoos, Hardin is cute and different from what he is used to. But it is also rude, to the point of cruelty, even. For all her attitude, Tessa should hate Hardin. And she does until
she finds herself alone with him in her room. Something about her dark mood catches her, and when they kiss she lights up inside her a passion she's never met before. He will call her beautiful, and then insist that it is not hers and will disappear again and again. Despite the reckless manner that treats
her, Tessa is forced to dig deeper and find the real Hardin beneath all her lies. He pushes it over and over again, but every time he pushes back, he just pulls it deep. Tessa already has the perfect boyfriend. So why is she trying to overcome her own wounded pride and Hardin's prejudice about pretty girls
like her? U is that love? Giá sản phảm trên Tiki đã bao gồm thuế theo luъt hiện hanh. Tuy nhiên tuử vào từng loại sản phảm hoặc phương thъc, địa chử giao hang hand có thъ phát sinh thêm chi phí khác như phí vửn chuyъn, phъ phí hàng cồng kồnh, ...
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